When cure is no option: How explicit and hopeful can information be given? A qualitative study in breast cancer
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Abstract

Objective: To investigate how oncologists can balance explicit with general and realistic with hopeful information when discussing various topics at the transition from curative to palliative care in breast cancer.

Methods: Qualitative analysis of focus groups consisting of female breast cancer survivors and healthy women.

Results: Perceptions of survivors and healthy women largely overlapped. Participants thought that oncologists can help patients regain a future perspective during this consultation. To achieve this, four themes seemed important: honest medical information, availability of continued support, hope has many faces, and space to choose. Moreover, participants stressed they would need time to let the message sink in before any further information was provided.

Conclusion: Participants thought that when confronted with this type of consultation they would need – more or less explicit – medical information and information regarding support. In order to maintain hope, knowledge about (treatment) possibilities is important, but also the certainty not to be abandoned by the hospital at a later stage of the disease and the confidence to remain able to make one's own decisions.

Practice implications: A life-limiting diagnosis may shatter patients’ future perspective; however, this study provides suggestions for oncologists to create a new perspective.

1. Introduction

Consultations in which a life-limiting diagnosis is discussed often cause distress to both patients [1], [2] and [3] and oncologists [4], [5] and [6]. Therefore, guidelines have been developed for breaking bad news [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] and [15]. Although there is an increasing focus on patients’ perceived needs, these guidelines are usually created by experts [16], [17], [18] and [19]. Providing oncologists with lay people’s recommendations for easing the transition from curative to palliative care may improve oncologists’ communicative behavior and patients’ psychological functioning [20].

1.1. Explicit versus general information

Studies focusing on the kind of information patients in the palliative phase prefer indicate that patients need to be aware of the incurable nature of their disease [18], [21], [22], [23] and [24], to handle [25] and [26] and plan their future [27]. Additionally, they require an overview of available palliative treatment
options [18], [21], [23], [28], [29] and [30] and information on how the cancer will affect their daily life [28], [30] and [31]. However, patients might differ in the preferred time of discussing various topics [32].

Research findings are inconsistent as to how this diagnosis should be discussed and accompanied by information about future expectations [24], [27], [32], [33] and [34] J.M. Clayton, P.N. Butow, R.M. Arnold and M.H. Tattersall, Discussing life expectancy with terminally ill cancer patients and their carers: a qualitative study, Support Care Cancer 13 (2005), pp. 733–742. Full Text via CrossRef | View Record in Scopus | Cited By in Scopus (12)[34]. Most patients want to receive as much information as possible [24], [30], [31], [35], [36] and [37]. However, it is also common to hear patients say they do not wish to receive too much information [38], [39], [40], [41], [42] and [43] or that they are overwhelmed by the information provided [39] and [44]. When exploring this apparent paradox, it seems a substantial minority of cancer patients prefer to remain partly ignorant about their life expectancy [21], [35], [45], [46] and [47]. It is unclear whether numerical data or qualitative words are preferred when discussing future expectations [21], [27], [38] and [45]. Some studies concluded that oncologists should provide patients with as much detailed information as patients prefer but did not specify how much [3], [38] and [48]. Accordingly, recommendations are lacking for oncologists on the level of preferred explicitness when discussing future expectations [49]; so far, no research has explored whether explicit (detailed/specific) information is more often preferred for some topics than for others.

1.2. Hope versus realism
Most patients [30], [37], [47] and [48] (and guidelines [19] and [24]) favor ending a bad news conversation with hopeful statements. Patients often express an ongoing need for hope, even against all odds [24], [33], [39], [47], [50], [51], [52] and [53]. At the same time patients often hope for realistic goals such as optimal comfort in the remaining time [51], [53] and [54]. Still, a clear definition of hope is lacking [53] and the content of hope may be subject to change [55].

In a seemingly contradictory fashion, patients (and guidelines) also stress the importance of receiving realistic information [9], [16], [22], [28] and [30]. For some, realistic information may nurture hope [30] and [56] while others argue that realistic information destroys hope [57]. One study found that optimistic statements did not distort patients’ prognostic awareness, provided realistic information was also given [52]. Interestingly, patients sometimes simultaneously ask for ambiguous, hopeful information and realistic, honest information [39] and [58]. So, while the literature stresses that oncologists should balance realism with hope [32], [59] and [60], how this can be done is a dilemma not yet resolved [27] and [61].

Besides the content of information, the manner in which bad news is communicated is very important. Patients need an empathic doctor [3], [5], [62], [63], [64] and [65] but some studies indicate that during bad news consultations technical expertise is more important [18], [66] and [67]. It is important to know how oncologists can balance this need for both affective and task-oriented communication [68].

1.3. Aim of the study
So far, we do not know whether patients prefer more explicit or general information on the one hand and hopeful or realistic information on the other hand about the diagnosis and for which topics. The aim of this qualitative study is to explore how oncologists can balance these preferences when discussing the transition to palliative care.

2. METHODS
2.1. Recruitment and sample characteristics
For this qualitative study we focused on breast cancer because this disease affects almost only women and gender influences communication preferences [69]. We decided not to include incurable patients but female survivors and healthy women instead (age 18–65, with sufficient command of the Dutch language), because of ethical constraints. Similar approaches have been applied before, resulting in valid outcomes [17], [70] and [71]. Survivors were recruited through websites and in publications of the Dutch Breast Cancer Patient Advocacy Organization and a sister organization. Healthy women were recruited through selected health-related websites, message-boards at health service organizations and via snowball procedures.

2.2. Ethical approval
The study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the University Medical Centre of Utrecht.
2.3. Focus groups
Ten focus groups (five with healthy women and five with survivors) of three to seven persons were set up. Prior to the focus group the participants’ demographic characteristics were assessed. At the start of the focus group permission was asked to audiotape and videotape the discussion. The participants were asked to read a hypothetical case about a woman who hears from the oncologist that her recurrent breast cancer has spread and that she cannot be cured. They were asked to identify with this woman and then the discussion started, guided by the first author (LV) using a list with semi-structured questions (see Appendix A). The women were asked which topics they would wish to discuss in such a consultation, and whether they would prefer oncologists to be more explicit or general and more realistic or hopeful. Focus group sessions took about 3.5 h.

2.4. Analysis
Data analysis started after the initial focus groups were held, and was part of a cyclical process of data collection – data analysis – data collection, etc. All focus group discussions were transcribed verbatim. Two researchers (LV and AF or ST) read all transcripts and independently wrote a memo for each interview in which they described the most important or remarkable outcomes. These memos were subsequently compared and discussed. Moreover, the first author (LV) and one co-author (ST) systematically coded the transcripts. Initial ‘open coding’ (initial codes given to fragments of text) was gradually replaced by ‘axial coding’ (describing codes and intergration in broader related concepts). In the last phase of ‘selective coding’ core concepts were determined and the relationships between concepts were interpreted [72] and [73]. Answers to the research questions were formulated by constant comparison between and within interview transcripts of the coded material. The coding, sorting and comparing of the interview fragments was facilitated by MAXQda software [74]. To improve the quality of the analyses, at different points interim analyses were discussed among the co-authors, who have a background in medicine, psychology, sociology or nursing. This ‘peer debriefing’ [75] prevents one-sided interpretations of the data. Since the last two focus group sessions provided no new themes related to the research questions, data saturation appears to have been reached as far as Caucasian Dutch women are concerned.

3. RESULTS
52 women participated in the study; 23 breast cancer survivors and 29 healthy women. Demographic variables are shown in Table 1.

3.1. From a lost future to a new future perspective
The women agreed that hearing that their disease is incurable would destroy their future perspective in a split second. They thought that during the consultation, the oncologists’ main task is to restore this perspective, by discussing different themes, resulting in the patients’ feeling that they will be able to live full lives until the end.

I would want to leave with the feeling “I will go on with my life, despite the fact that I’ve had terrible news, and there’s no cure, I’m going to try to make something of my life.” (healthy woman, age 59)

3.1.1. Time to let the message sink in
Before feeling able to engage in any discussion they would appreciate some time to let the news sink in. I would say ‘Let two patients go ahead, because I first have to think about it (the diagnosis)’. (survivor, age 59)
After this pause they would want – more or less explicit – medical information and information about continued support.

3.1.2. Honest medical information
Above all, the women thought that oncologists should give honest medical information to make them understand their disease. They stressed that they only needed information personalized to their specific situation. Information would be needed concerning the characteristics of the disease (where the disease is...
located, how it would develop, and predicted life expectancy). Additionally, information was required regarding available treatments.

I'd like to know, is it in my liver, bones or all over… Yes, just some kind of test results. (survivor, age 56)

The first thing that crosses my mind is what the course of the disease will be like. What will it look like? (healthy woman, age 58)

3.1.3. Level of preferred explicitness

Although everyone stressed the importance of honest medical information, the women's preferred level of explicitness varied. All regarded it as fundamental to receive fairly explicit information concerning their medical diagnosis.

The medical situation now, that's a fact. They know exactly where it's located. So that's what I’d like to know, that's a starting point. (healthy woman, age 62)

However, focusing on prognosis, preferences varied widely. Some women explained that they would need very specific information, including statistics, to understand their situation. Others preferred general information (i.e. whether the oncologist expects them to live for some time) because when confronted with a time limit they would focus on that date. For examples see Box 1.

**Box 1. Quotes from women preferring explicit or general prognostic information.**

If a physician says: “Madam, in your situation, with your cancer cells and your metastases – and they can infer much from that – we know that…” It would be useless to hear that I will die between 1 and 10 years from now. That's not concrete enough, so they’d better say nothing then. If they say: “It's 3 years, give or take a year or two”, yes. I do understand that they cannot say: “It will last 2 years and 4 months.” They cannot say that. But at least I have some kind of indication that they have taken a look at it. That would be specific enough, but not between 1 and 10 years. (survivor, age 55)

I would like to know very explicitly. Not too vague in terms like ‘some years’ or ‘some months’. (healthy woman, age 59)

A kind of minimum–maximum perspective. Like, if it progresses very rapidly and invasively, how long do I have then? And if I’m lucky, how long might I have? If it’s 3 weeks or 3 years, well, give me some idea. (survivor, age 60)

They don’t know what will happen. So, they cannot say, because they don’t know. They can give a general indication: “Often when the disease has progressed like this so far, then it will be approximately so many years”; but more than that they cannot say. (healthy woman, age 26)

Perhaps some estimate. There will be degrees varying from ‘this will be over next week’ to ‘it will take months or years’. (healthy woman, age 23)

This variation applied to a lesser extent to information regarding palliative treatments. It would be sufficient for many to hear that there are still options. During follow-up consultations they would gradually need more explicit information concerning the treatments and their side effects to make well-informed decisions. This would be too much to comprehend during the first consultation.

I would appreciate it if they would tell me: “There are several options available for treatment which we can consider. And I think it would be wise to talk about that during another appointment.” (survivor, age 56)

3.1.4. Availability of continued support

Besides medical information, the interviewees found it important to discuss the availability of continued support. Women wanted to know how they are guided by health care professionals during their disease. Most often, participants mentioned the need for specific telephone numbers to contact the hospital directly if necessary. They envisaged a central role for a specialist breast cancer nurse who would function as a contact person. Emotional guidance could be offered both for patients and their families. Even women who indicated not to need such guidance would appreciate the gesture. Interestingly, there was a preference for early discussion of the support available during later stages of the disease.

And the specialist nurse, basically, provides more support, because nurses see much more of a patient in the hospital department. (survivor, age 63)

I would really appreciate if a physician would say: “Well, if you have any questions or you are scared or whatever, you can always call.” (healthy woman, age 50)
3.1.5. Hope has many faces: there's always something that can be done

When introducing the topic of ‘hope’, a few women associated ‘hope’ purely with cure and preferred terms such as ‘positive information’. Irrespective of how it was labeled, all participants found it extremely important for patients never to feel that ‘nothing can be done’.

Because if the physician were to say: “Well madam, there is no hope left”, then someone might as well punch you in the face, because that's what just happened. (healthy woman, age 58)

The feeling that something is being done, ranging from treatments aimed at prolonging life to pain medication to improve quality of life, was perceived as hopeful. Oncologists could focus on the possibilities to extend life through treatments and on good quality of life.

For me it's just the fact that something is being done, that gives hope. It doesn’t have to be put like: “This can save your life”, but the person feels that there are things that can be done. (healthy woman, age 26)

Women often said that they would be scared ‘to be left alone’. They wanted an oncologist to reassure them that they will be taken care of and not be abandoned throughout the disease.

Before you leave, they might say: “We will take good care of you, we’ll make sure that you don’t have pain, that you will die peacefully and we’ll be standing by you to the very end.” (survivor, age 50)

Last, hope was also something that comes from within, such as hope for a miracle. According to the participants, oncologists ought not to feed this hope but they can tell patients they would be pleased if they beat the odds.

3.1.6. Space to choose

A last element that would be important for women – and defined as hopeful – was knowing that they can make their own decisions in the future. Reassurance of non-abandonment was a prerequisite for this; women could only feel able to make own decisions when they were sure that they would be taken care of unconditionally. Some wanted to make decisions on their own while others preferred to follow an oncologist's expertise and decide together.

Hopeful doesn’t mean to me ‘live longer’. It's more the confidence that I can manage my own life: “We won’t abandon you. We will be standing by you.” (survivor, age 58)

3.1.7. Graphic representation

The potential relationships among the described themes are displayed in Fig. 1. This figure illustrates a patient perspective on discussing the transition to palliative care by providing information on various topics and balancing explicit with general and hopeful with realistic information, in order to create a new future perspective.

[FIGURE 1]

3.2. Differences in information preferences

As the presented figure was based on participants’ views, there were variations in how the agreed needs were preferred to be discussed.

3.2.1. Differences associated with participant characteristics

Women who expressed a greater need to be in control and make their own decisions preferred more explicit information. Also, experiences women had with cancer influenced preferences; good and bad experiences of loved ones were often given as reasons for preferences. This was most apparent for not wanting to hear an explicit time-frame when loved ones had outlived poor prognoses.

Too often I’ve seen people get a bad prognosis and then they are still alive after 5 or 10 years. So that's why I wouldn’t want to know. (healthy woman, age 61)

Additionally, the women recognized that preferences vary and they put forward variables that may influence these: older generations may prefer general information – which they based on examples of their own parents – and non-western immigrants may have other needs as well.

I presume that if it were a typical non-western woman, a completely different approach will be needed. Discussing the disease is ‘not done’ in their culture. (healthy woman, age 58)
3.2.2. Handling differences

The interviewees thought that oncologists need to tailor their communication. They suggested that oncologists go by their intuition and sense what kind of woman they are talking to. However, this may require too much interpersonal sensitivity for some oncologists. An alternative suggestion was to ask the patients how explicit the information should be; possibly right at the start of the consultation. Preferably, oncologists should provide general information per topic and ask whether this is enough.

If someone asks: “What about the pain?”, then you explain about pain medication and you ask: “Is this enough information for the moment?” So you adjust your information. (healthy woman, age 53)

3.2.3. Differences between survivors and healthy women

Overall, there appeared to be little difference in survivors’ and healthy women's perceptions, with two exceptions. First, survivors more often expressed a strong desire to manage their own life and, consequently, they preferred more explicit information.

“I don’t want him to tell me: “Go take these pills.” (…) No, I want to participate in decisions. I want to hear all the ‘ins and outs’. (survivor, age 63)

Second, survivors sometimes expressed – contrary to healthy women – that they had low expectations of oncologists’ communication skills.

“But my expectations are so low. He will only think: ‘Do you need a referral for a psychologist?’” (survivor, age 49)

3.3. Preferences for communication

Last, women brought up two overarching expectations regarding oncologists’ communication.

3.3.1. Getting a feeling of sufficient time

Participants agreed that oncologists have to create the impression of sufficient time (e.g. by avoiding interruptions). They also expected oncologists to be well prepared and to advise patients to bring a companion when test results are discussed.

“He has to give me the feeling that he's there for me and has all the time in the world. Even if he hasn’t, just create that feeling. (survivor, age 42)

3.3.2. Empathy with a professional distance

Women expected oncologists to show empathy (e.g. by maintaining eye contact) and they wanted to be taken seriously and listened to. Simultaneously, they expected oncologists to keep a professional distance; oncologists cannot become too emotionally involved.

“When someone cries with you, that doesn’t help. But he can make it feel like ‘how do you feel now’. (survivor, age 57)

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

4.1. Discussion

This study focused on how – from a perspective of survivors and healthy women – oncologists can balance explicit with general and hopeful with realistic information when discussing the transition to palliative care in breast cancer. Women thought that oncologists ought to help patients regain a sense of future perspective, which can be achieved by providing relevant, realistic medical information – while tailoring the level of explicitness – and information about support. The needed hope has many faces and can be given by stressing (treatment) possibilities and non-abandonment while respecting patients’ choices. Meanwhile, oncologists have to take into account variations in preferences.

We found, in line with recent reviews, that information about the disease's characteristics, prognosis and treatment options is needed during this consultation [28], [33] and [76] as well as information regarding the hospital's support throughout the illness. Some guidelines have suggested introducing palliative care services – covering continued support – early [16], [24] and [77]. Patients indeed appreciate regular consultations [48] and [63] or direct contact numbers [48]. However, until now, continued guidance has not received a prominent role in the literature on breaking bad news.
While it has been suggested to negotiate the timing of discussing these topics [78], our study found that oncologists may have to focus on the explicitness of medical information instead. Most women preferred information regarding the disease and treatment options (immediately or later) to be discussed explicitly. Previous studies showed that patients indeed require much information on these topics [23], [42], [76] and [79]. The crux seems to be the level of explicitness in prognostic information, as both the interviewed women's and clinical patients' preferences [21], [30], [35], [39], [42], [46] and [80] vary widely. Marwit and Datson [81] suggested that the distinction often made between full versus non-disclosure is not sensitive enough as many patients need partial and paced disclosure.

Our analysis indicated that factors predicting these preferences may include the need for control and previous experiences with cancer. Interestingly, one study found that positive experiences with death increased cancer patients' preferences for detailed prognostic information [81]. These experiences could be important for oncologists to explore when discussing life expectancy.

Although the tailoring of information seems important, oncologists tend to give information routinely [82]. Tailoring information implies that oncologists adapt to patients' preferences [64]. Physicians sometimes rely on their intuition when providing information but their predictions are often incorrect [83], [84] and [85]. Alternatively, oncologists can ask patients about their preferences [24], [86] and [87], which is often overlooked [88]. These two approaches were also suggested in the current study. One interesting study found that patients' initial response was to say they wished to receive all information, while in further questioning some preferred general prognostic information instead [89]. So, it may be better to start by giving general information per topic and then ask whether patients prefer more explicit information, as suggested by our results.

Our analysis indicated that providing personally relevant information is another important aspect of tailoring, which highlights a discrepancy in clinical practice. While oncologists are inclined to give primarily technical information ('type of treatment') patients need to know how this information applies to them instead ('will I get chemo and go bald?') [90]. As patients are known to recall little (technical [44]) information when receiving bad news [91] and [92], the need for relevant information becomes even more apparent.

Regarding hope versus realism, our study found that this may not be such a contradiction as suggested in the literature [37], [60] and [93]. Still, the first association with hope was cure, which is unrealistic in this situation and should thus not be given by oncologists. That incurable patients still hope for a miracle [37] and [39] may stem from other sources [94]. Our results seem to indicate that oncologists fundamentally ought to provide realistic information, meanwhile generating (realistic) hope by different means. The quotation that best reflects this is: “There is always something that can be done” which covers hopeful information regarding (treatment) options, some time left and non-abandonment. While (treatment) options have previously been labeled as hope [37], [53] and [67], also the hope for longer survival is important to patients [54] and [55]. Knowing that one will not be abandoned by the hospital becomes more important for patients during disease progression as a source of hope [95] and [96]. Last, the interviewees needed to know that they can make their own decisions – on the premise of being taken care of unconditionally. Although this element of hope has sometimes been mentioned by patients [37], [48] and [97] and guidelines [16] and [77], it has not received much attention in studies on breaking bad news.

Besides providing information, one of the core elements of communication is ‘fostering the relationship’ [98]. Oncologists who are both empathically and medically competent during bad news conversations are the most valued [99] and [100], indicating that clinical patients rate both qualities highly. This was also found in the present study. Nevertheless, in a recent study only 62% of cancer patients thought their diagnosis was conveyed in an empathic manner [65]. Additionally, survivors in our study had lower expectations of oncologists’ communication than healthy women.

4.1.1. Limitations

As qualitative research requires detailed data collection, sample sizes are often small and might therefore not be representative of the total population. We failed to include women of ethnic minorities, whose perspectives on good communication might differ [101]. Participants were educated and stated that they were assertive, which may be attributable to recruitment through the Patient Advocacy Organisation and advertisements. Therefore, quantitative studies should be conducted to assess the generalizability of the findings.
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Using proxies for incurable cancer patients rather than incurable patients themselves is a limitation of this study. In clinical care patients may be emotionally overwhelmed after hearing this diagnosis [36] and [102] and react less rationally than the interviewed women. Yet, the current approach has been applied in previous studies in which lay people [64], curable patients [81] and relatives [34], [37], [101], [103] and [104] reflected on communication in palliative care. Almost all the healthy women in our study had second-hand experience of this type of consultation. Finally, both the survivors’ and the healthy women’s perceptions largely overlapped, providing additional evidence for the validity of this methodology.

4.1.2. Future research

Future research could try to disentangle the effect of explicit versus general information on various participants. Additionally, the various forms of hopeful information could be further studied, especially reassurance for non-abandonment. Last, the potential relationships among the themes could be investigated. Such studies could test and clarify the potential application of the results of this explorative study in clinical practice.

4.2. Conclusion

Women who imagined themselves to be in the situation of hearing life-limiting information thought they would need realistic medical information and information regarding support. The maintenance of hope was not restricted to the (treatment) possibilities left, but was particularly based on the reassurance to always be taken care of and the confidence to remain able to make one's own decisions.

4.3. Practice implications

Oncologists should be aware that providing life-limiting information could shatter a patient's future perspective. The results presented provide oncologists with suggestions from a patient viewpoint to create a new future perspective, while tailoring explicitness of information and providing realistic hope. These results may have relevance for other health professionals, particularly oncology nurses.
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APPENDIX A. CASE USED IN FOCUS GROUPS

Try to imagine yourself in the following position. You are a 45-year-old female, married and a mother of two children. Four years ago, you discovered a lump in your left breast. This turned out to be malignant. Fortunately, the tumor was small, 1.5 cm, and was found to be confined to the breast. You were treated with surgery, radiotherapy and adjuvant chemotherapy. One month ago you again felt a small lump in your left breast. Physical examination by the surgeon revealed several lymph nodes in the axilla, suggestive for pathological involvement, i.e. the lymph nodes containing cancer cells. You underwent a bone scan and CT scan of the lungs and liver. These investigations revealed metastases in your bones and liver. There are no treatments available that will cure you. The doctor wants to discuss your future expectations.

Question 1:
Which topics do you think are most important to discuss when a doctor raises the issue of future expectations with a breast cancer patient who is incurable?

Question 2:
About which of these topics would you prefer to receive explicit information and about which topics would you prefer to receive more general information?

Question 3:
Can you give concrete examples of how an oncologist might give specific or general information?

Question 4:
About which of these topics would you prefer realistic information and about which topics would you prefer more hopeful information?

Question 5:
Can you give concrete examples about how an oncologist might give realistic or hopeful information?

Question 6:
We are also interested in your opinion about the manner in which a doctor gives you information; how do you think that a doctor should behave in this situation?

Question 7:
Do you have any other important opinions or remarks about anything that has been discussed today that you would like to share?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic variables of focus group participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (divorced, widowed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewife/retired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher secondary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post secondary school</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 1. Quotes from women preferring explicit or general prognostic information.

If a physician says: “Madam, in your situation, with your cancer cells and your metastases – and they can infer much from that – we know that...” It would be useless to hear that I will die between 1 and 10 years from now. That’s not concrete enough, so they’d better say nothing then. If they say: “It’s 3 years, give or take a year or two”, yes. I do understand that they cannot say: “It will last 2 years and 4 months.” They cannot say that. But at least I have some kind of indication that they have taken a look at it. That would be specific enough, but not between 1 and 10 years. (survivor, age 55)
I would like to know very explicitly. Not too vague in terms like ‘some years’ or ‘some months’. (healthy woman, age 59)
A kind of minimum-maximum perspective. Like, if it progresses very rapidly and invasively, how long do I have then? And if I’m lucky, how long might I have? If it’s 3 weeks or 3 years, well, give me some idea. (survivor, age 60)
They don’t know what will happen. So, they cannot say, because they don’t know. They can give a general indication: “Often when the disease has progressed like this so far, then it will be approximately so many years”, but more than that they cannot say. (healthy woman, age 26)
Perhaps some estimate. There will be degrees varying from ‘this will be over next week’ to ‘it will take months or years’. (healthy woman, age 23)

Fig. 1. Potential relationships among described themes.